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Leading the clean  
energy transformation.

With 35 years of combined expertise, Utah Clean Energy 

is the state’s foremost authority in renewable energy, 

energy efficiency, and clean-energy solutions. The Clean 

Energy Business Coalition supports non-partisan advocacy, 

education, and outreach efforts that are setting the stage 

for a healthier, less polluted Utah, as well as a future of 

economic success and sustainability. 

“There is no group more invested in growing 
Utah’s clean energy industry than Utah Clean 
Energy.  They have successfully advanced clean 
energy policy, and built impactful coalitions to 
improve our air and environment.” 
Todd Stevens, RenewableTech Ventures

STOP
ENERGY WASTE

CREATE
CLEAN ENERGY
SOLUTIONS

BUILD
A SMART ENERGY 
FUTURE

EV Charging at Utah Paperbox Co.



Make Energy Efficiency a Priority 
Energy Resource

Incentivizing energy efficiency will reduce pollution, 

spur the local economy, drive new technologies— and 

most importantly, keep Utahns healthy.

Accelerate Renewable Energy 
Market Growth

We’re pushing for legislation, policies, and programs 

that encourage renewable energy companies to create 

jobs and compete on a level playing field. 

Catalyze Clean Energy and Climate 
Change Champions 
Through the Utah Clean Energy Business Coalition and Path 

to Positive Utah initiatives,  we’re building a diverse, powerful 

community dedicated to transforming the energy landscape. 

OUR GOALS

“Utah Clean Energy  
is the preeminent 

authority promoting 
sustainable energy 

policies in our state.”
Tyler Poulson  

Salt Lake City Corporation

Red Hills Solar Farm, UT



Sustainers Circle Members
These flagship sponsors lead the way in ensuring 
Utah’s quality of life is preserved for future generations. 
Sustainers have access to Utah Clean Energy’s experts, 
and are ensuring our high-level regulatory intervention 
continues on behalf of the renewable energy industry.

Commercial $5,000—$30,000
Institutional*  $2,500+

Affiliate Members
Dues are based on total number of employees in 
organization. 

1—9 Employees   $500
10—24 Employees $1,000
25—75 Employees $1,500
75—150 Employees $2,500
150+ Employees $5,000 (Sustainers)

Institutional Partners
Dues are based on number of employees. Includes 
government, higher education, and nonprofit organizations.

1—100 Employees $500
100+ Employees $750

MEMBERSHIP
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MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

•  Opportunity to influence 
 energy policy

• Exclusive networking  
and  collaboration

•  Access to expert advice, 
policy information, and 
technical support from 
Utah Clean Energy

•  Exposure through Utah 
Clean Energy’s website, 
newsletter, and events

Tour of Living Zenith, Net-Zero Community


